
421 SW Oak, #300     Portland, OR 97204      1.866.368.7878    503.546.6862 fax     energytrust.org 

 
Agenda 
Renewable Energy Advisory Council 
Wednesday, February 27, 2019: 9:30 a.m. – Noon 
http://www.energytrust.org/about/public-meetings/renewable-energy-advisory-council-meetings/  
 
Energy Trust conference room Megawatt 
421 SW Oak St., Suite 300 
Portland, Oregon 97204 
 
 
9:30 Welcome, introductions, announcements Information 
 
9:35 Solar program strategies to support high value installations    Information  

• Staff will present on how the Solar program is adapting to focus 
on projects that provide higher value to the grid and 
communities. 

 
10:25 Preliminary year-end results    Information  

• Staff will present preliminary figures for Energy Trust’s results in 
renewable energy and energy efficiency for 2018 and discuss 
what the results mean for work in 2019. 

 
10:40 Break 
 
10:50 Residential Net Zero Specification   Discussion 

• Staff will lead early stakeholder engagement on program concepts, review 
different approaches to net zero, and seek feedback on how or whether to 
introduce a new combined energy efficiency and solar program design. The 
CAC will also weigh in at its meeting. 
 

11:45 Public comment 
 
12:00 Adjourn 
 
 
You can view this agenda and notes from previous meetings at: 
http://www.energytrust.org/about/public-meetings/renewable-energy-advisory-council-meetings/. 
If you have comments on meeting notes, please alert Jed Jorgensen at 
jed.jorgensen@energytrust.org. 
 
Next RAC meeting: 
Wednesday, April 10, 2019 

http://www.energytrust.org/about/public-meetings/renewable-energy-advisory-council-meetings/
http://www.energytrust.org/about/public-meetings/renewable-energy-advisory-council-meetings/


















Residential Net Zero Specification
Early Stakeholder Engagement 
February 27, 2019



• Background
• Definitions
• Discussion

Agenda
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Background



Discussion Assumptions

• Target launch in 2020
• Fuel neutral
• Site based savings analysis
• No offsite renewable offsets
• Current net metering rules
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Process
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Research & 
internal 

discussion 
(Q4 2018)

Stakeholder 
consultation 

(Q1 2019)

Program 
Design

(Q2 2019)

Annual 
Budget 
Review

(Q3 2019)

Program 
Deployment 

(2020)



Residential New Construction 
and Solar Program Overview



EPS New Construction

• Energy efficiency incentives based on therm and 
kWh cost effectiveness

• Supports energy-efficient improvements beyond 
code

• Launched in 2009 for new homes
• More than 13,000 homes have received an EPS

• Builders works with trade ally verifiers from 
design phase through final verification

• Incentives based on modeled, site-based whole 
home savings
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• Solar incentives based on above market cost
• Solar Trade Ally Contractors can offer solar 

incentives for commercial and residential systems
• All solar installations must meet Energy Trust 

above code requirements
• Incentives lower the upfront cost to the builder
• Homebuyers receive federal tax credits for solar
• New homes can also receive an incentive for 

being built to meet Energy Trust Solar Ready 
standards

Solar
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Solar - New Homes Market
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Solar Installed Solar Ready



Solar – Annual Net Metering
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• Solar offsets electricity (kWh) usage at the home.
• Surplus solar energy is converted to kilowatt hour 

credits that are applied to future electric bills. 



Solar – Daily Production
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Market Context for Residential Net Zero



Executive Order 17-20
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Executive Order 
17-20

Nov. 2017

Oct.2020
- Solar Ready

- EV Ready

Zero Energy Ready
Oct. 2023

Next?

• Residential Building Codes 
Timeline



• Increase adoption of energy efficiency and solar
• Decrease cost of building energy efficient homes 

with solar
• Boost consumer confidence 
• Build brand awareness

Value Proposition of Net Zero for Energy Trust
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Definitions



What is net zero?
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What usage 
are you 

offsetting?

Who are the 
stakeholders?

What is the 
value 

proposition 
for each  

stakeholder?

An energy 
efficient home 
that offsets its 
annual energy 
load with onsite 
solar generation



What is net zero?
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kWh

0% ─

100% ─

50% ─

• Zero all energy usage
• Zero all electric usage
• Zero some usage (California Code)
• *Smart Grid Responsive Home ?



Zero all energy usage
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kWh

0% ─

100% ─

50% ─

Annual energy usage onsite - both gas 
and electric – is converted to BTU and the 
solar array is sized to offset that combined 
total.

Description

• For mixed fuel homes, solar system 
generates more electricity than the home 
uses over a year

• Homebuyer does not receive the full 
benefit of their solar investment because 
any excess electricity is donated

• Home’s electric bill is “zero”

Considerations



Zero all electric usage
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kWh

0% ─

100% ─

50% ─

Annual electricity usage onsite is 
modeled and the solar array is sized to 
offset that total

Description

• For mixed fuel or all electric homes, solar 
system generates only enough electricity 
to offset the homes annual electric usage.

• Homebuyer does receive the full benefit 
of their solar investment

• Home’s electric bill is “zero”

Considerations



Zero some usage (California Code)
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kWh

0% ─

100% ─

50% ─

Annual energy usage onsite - both gas 
and electric – minus the typical water 
heating and space heating loads is 
converted to BTU and the solar array is 
sized to offset the remaining total.

Description

• For mixed fuel or all electric homes, solar 
system generates less electricity than the 
home uses over a year

• Homebuyer does receive the full benefit 
of their solar investment

• Home’s electric bill is not “zero”

Considerations



*Smart Grid Responsive Homes
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0% ─

100% ─

50% ─

A program overlay that provides a menu of 
smart grid capable technology for builders 
to incorporate into their project that can 
benefit homebuyers and the electric grid.

Description

• Net Zero homes can cause excess solar 
generated during the day to “back feed” 
on the grid and contribute to an increase 
in evening peak. 

• Combining energy efficiency, solar, and 
other smart grid enabled technology can 
make the home into a flexible resource 
which utilities can “activate.”

Considerations

kWh



Discussion



Discussion Questions

1. What does net zero mean to 
your organization?

2. What should be taken into 
consideration when 
designing a residential net 
zero specification? 

3. Of the options on the 
previous slides which do you 
feel is most appropriate for 
Energy Trust to consider?
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Survey Questions

1. Residential net zero is a 
valuable framework to 
advance the goals of the EPS 
and solar programs

2. Residential net zero is a 
valuable framework to support 
Energy Trust’s customers

3. Residential net zero is a 
valuable framework to support 
Energy Trust’s trade allies

4. Energy Trust should have a 
role in shaping net zero in the 
residential context
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Thank you 

Jeni Hall
Sr. Project Manager - Solar
jeni.hall@energytrust.org

Mark Wyman
Sr. Program Manager - Residential
mark.wyman@energytrust.org
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